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In Chinese, the character for the word crisis is made up of two symbols, , danger and opportunity. A crisis is an ultimate
test a leader can endure as while it swiftly reveals a leader’s capabilities and strengths; it can also expose the underlying
weak spots. The unpredictable, dramatic, and highly charged events surrounding a crisis can profoundly affect the people
in an organisation and threaten its very existence. A crisis is a condition of instability in social, economic, political, or
international affairs, leading to a decisive change. Most of us are ordinary people until a crisis finds us. It is an interesting
study of how various crises inspired great leadership icons and how these symbols of prominence stirred a distinct set of
events. Crises bring with them opportunities for the leaders to stretch, embrace, and evolve new behaviors, solutions,
and attitudes. Like every seriously committed business leaders of today, if you too are overwhelmed what the world
experienced in 2020 in the form of Coronavirus pandemic and searching for a new growth trail for your company and
have not yet traced out a trajectory towards it, this book is our gift to you. This ‘mother of crises,’ caused a series of
unthinkable events; millions got infected in the first world, hundreds of thousands died in the most advanced clinical
setting, thousands of billions were lost in the bloodbath in the stock market, capitalism embraced socialism, and nucleararmed global economies shuddered like a house of cards in the face of the pandemic. And mighty leaders, business and
political, crumbled like Icarus, the son of the master craftsman Daedalus, whose waxen wings melted when he flew too
close to the sun.
Speed Reading
Printed in full color. Software development happens in your head. Not in an editor, IDE, or designtool. You're well
educated on how to work with software and hardware, but what about wetware--our own brains? Learning new skills and
new technology is critical to your career, and it's all in your head. In this book by Andy Hunt, you'll learn how our brains
are wired, and how to take advantage of your brain's architecture. You'll learn new tricks and tipsto learn more, faster,
and retain more of what you learn. You need a pragmatic approach to thinking and learning. You need to Refactor Your
Wetware. Programmers have to learn constantly; not just the stereotypical new technologies, but also the problem
domain of the application, the whims of the user community, the quirks of your teammates, the shifting sands of the
industry, and the evolving characteristics of the project itself as it is built. We'll journey together through bits of cognitive
and neuroscience, learning and behavioral theory. You'll see some surprising aspects of how our brains work, and how
you can take advantage of the system to improve your own learning and thinking skills. In this book you'll learn how to:
Use the Dreyfus Model of Skill Acquisition to become more expert Leverage the architecture of the brain to strengthen
different thinking modes Avoid common "known bugs" in your mind Learn more deliberately and more effectively Manage
knowledge more efficiently
This accessible text provides a lively introduction to the essential skills of creative problem solving. Using extensive casestudies and examples from a range of business situations, it explores various problem-solving theories and techniques,
illustrating how these can be used to solve a range of management problems. Thoroughly revised and redesigned, this
new edition retains the accessible and imaginative approach to problem-solving skills of the first edition. Contents
include: * blocks to creativity and how to overcome them * key techniques including lateral thinking, morphological
analysis and synectics * computer-assisted problem solving * increased coverage of group problem-solving techniques
and paradigm shift. As creativity is increasingly recognized as a key skill for successful managers, this book will be
welcomed as a comprehensive introduction for students and practising managers alike.
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Whilst most teachers are skilled in providing opportunities for the progression of children’s learning, it is often without
fully understanding the theory behind it. With greater insight into what is currently known about the processes of learning
and about individual learning preferences, teachers are better equipped to provide effective experiences and situations
which are more likely to lead to lasting attainment. Now fully updated, Ways of Learning seeks to provide an
understanding of the ways in which learning takes place, which teachers can make use of in their planning and teaching,
including: An overview of learning Behaviourism and the beginning of theory Cognitive and constructivist learning Multiple
intelligences Learning styles Difficulties with learning The influence of neuro-psychology Relating theory to practice The
third edition of this book includes developments in areas covered in the first and second editions, as well as expanding
on certain topics to bring about a wider perspective; most noticeably a newly updated and fully expanded chapter on the
influence of neuro-educational research. The book also reflects changes in government policy and is closely related to
new developments in practice. Written for trainee teachers, serving teachers, and others interested in learning for various
reasons, Ways of Learning serves as a valuable introduction for students setting out on higher degree work who are in
need of an introduction to the topic.
ALLEN/GETTING THINGS DONE
Uses revolutionary techniques to enhance memory and brain power, so readers will find everything they need to
maximise their success in studies and exams.
The buzz phrase of the moment in the world of training is is ""blended learning"" but...
An expanded guide to enhancing analytical skills by building up one's intrinsic abilities is a primer for business leaders on
how to develop ideas and enable faster results using to-the-point visual methods. Original.
Master a Mac without jargon and complications. Once you go Mac, you never go back. And if you have this book, you’ll
be more than happy to never go back. In The Ultimate Mac User Book, we’ve made a bold attempt to unveil an ideal
Mac setup that works for anyone. Whether you’re switching from Windows or want to upgrade your knowledge of
macOS, this is for you Here’s what you’ll learn from the book: - The anatomy of Mac’s interface. How to set up your
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new Mac for years of use. - Basic and advanced shortcuts for all jobs on Mac. - Alternatives to popular Windows apps. Ready-to-use workflows for writers, designers, developers, students, as well as people of any profession who want to hit
new productivity milestones on Mac. - 20 hacks every seasoned Mac user should be using (but only a few actually do) in
the bonus chapter. Reliable and intuitive, Macs still require a certain level of tech fluency. The family of Apple’s
Macintosh operating systems is very versatile, with tons of features and enhancements built on top of each other.
Navigating through all of them can be complicated. Especially if you’re a new user. Especially if you have no time to
figure out how things work — you just want them to work. Hope we’ll solve the problem for you with this book.
Suggests simple exercises designed to improve your brain power, covering e.g. speed reading, memory improvement
and effective note taking.
Reviews the basics of mind mapping, explains why and how mind maps are used, and demonstrates the practice in
hypothetical situations.
An engineering professor who started out doing poorly in mathematical and technical subjects in school offers tools, tips
and techniques to learning the creative and analytical thought processes that will lead to achievement in math and
science. Original.
Get your head in tip-top condition with the ultimate brain training workout, in e-book format Boost your brain power and
reap the rewards at work and in life with this fun guide to fulfilling your minds potential packed with tips, puzzles,
exercises and other strategies for a supercharged mind. Find simple but ingenious brain-training exercises which will
tune intelligence, improve memory, develop problem-solving skills and strengthen your mental performance. With indepth features on the most effective brain-enhancing techniques that you can apply in your daily life. Full of facts and tips
on brain food, meditation and more, discover how to sharpen your wits and give yourself the intellectual edge. Includes a
foreword from Tony Buzan.
The potential of the human memory is phenomenal. But do you know how to make the most of yours? In this edition if the
BBC classic Use Your Memory, the secrets of how to improve your memory are fascinatingly revealed by Tony Buzan.
He teaches you how to improve your memory for names, numbers, dates and lists and also for speeches, articles, poetry
and whole books. There are sections for card players, for people learning new languages and for those studying for
exams, as well as an intriguing chapter on how to recall your dreams. Use You Memory will: *Be particularly useful for
school and university students throughout their studies, and especially during review and exam times *Be useful for
business people and for those wishing to improve their brainpower as they advance in years. *Allow anyone to join the
rapidly growing number of mental athletes who are preparing themselves for memory competitions and championships.
All the classic memory systems are explained, plus, of course, Tony Buzan's own world-famous Mind Mapping technique
"Have you ever wanted to improve your memory, creativity, concentration, communicative ability, thinking skills, learning
skills, general intelligence and quickness of mind? The Mind Map Book, part of Tony Buzans revolutionary Mind Set
series, introduces you to a unique thinking tool which allows you to accomplish all these goals and much more. Mind
Maps make it easy to: remember things, think up brilliant ideas, plan a presentation or report, persuade people and
negotiate, plan personal goal and much more. Mind Maps make it easy to: remember things, think up brilliant ideas, plan
a presentation or report, persuade people and negotiate, plan personal goals, gain control of your life. The Mind Map,
which has been called the Swiss army knife for the brain is a ground-breaking note-taking technique that is already used
by more than 250 million people worldwide."--Publisher.
The definitive guide to using the Mind Map technique to get organized, improve your memory, plan your business
strategy, and more—from the original creator of this revolutionary thinking tool For the past five decades, Tony Buzan has
been at the leading edge of learning and educational research with his revolutionary Mind Map technique. With Mind Map
Mastery, he has distilled these years of global research into the clearest and most powerful instructional work available
on the Mind Map technique. Tony Buzan’s Mind Map technique has gathered amazing praise and an enormous
worldwide following over the last few decades—but as with any very successful idea, there have been many sub-standard
imitators. With Mind Map Mastery, Tony Buzan re-establishes the essential concepts that are the core of the Mind Map
with a clarity and practicality unrivalled by other books. If you are looking to improve your memory, plan your business
strategy, become more organized, study for an exam or plan out your future, this is the book for you. With a clarity and
depth that far exceeds any other book on the subject, it includes: • The history of the development of the Mind Map • An
explanation of what makes a Mind Map (and what isn't a Mind Map) • Why the Mind Map technique is such a powerful
tool • Illustrated step-by-step techniques for Mind Map development • How to deal with Mind Maps that have “gone
wrong” Developed both for those new to the Mind Map concept as well as more experienced users who would like to
revise and expand their expertise, Mind Map Mastery is the one Mind Mapping book needed on the shelf of every student
and businessperson across the world.
With Tony Buzan's help, you need never be lost for words ever again! This book shows you how to harness the power of
your verbal intelligence and become brilliant with words - reading, speaking, remembering and understanding them improving your social life and your career into the bargin! This book includes Buzan's revolutionary techniques for
improving recall and understanding shows you how to - Increase your vocabulary, your creativity and memory; Use mindmaps to develop your word power; Speed-read and improve your comprehension; Become a successful conversationalist
and speak.
Drawing on the knowledge of physicians, gerontologists and neuroscientists, as well as the habits of men and women
who epitomize healthy aging, the authors help readers activate unused brain areas, tone mental muscles and enliven
every mental faculty. Original.
Discover the secrets for how to think and act like the most successful people in the world and reap the rewards! In
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today’s constantly changing world, you have to be smart to get ahead. But the average person uses only about two
percent of their mental ability. How can we learn to unleash our brain’s full potential to maximize our opportunities, like
the most successful people do? In Get Smart!, acclaimed success expert and bestselling author Brian Tracy reveals
simple, proven ways to tap into our natural thinking talents and abilities and make quantum leaps toward achieving our
dreams. In this indispensable guide, you’ll learn to: · Train your brain to think in ways that create successful results ·
Recognize and exploit growth opportunities in any situation · Identify and eliminate negative patterns holding you back ·
Plan, act, and achieve goals with greater precision and speed Whether you want to increase sales, bolster creativity, or
better navigate life’s unexpected changes, Get Smart! will help you tap into your powerful mental resources to obtain the
results you want and reap the rewards successful people enjoy.
Can you adapt to the wide variety of learning environments in medicine? Can you show your best abilities in the exams at
the same time as learning to be a doctor? Can you balance your studies with an enjoyable social life? Can you develop
your professionalism and manage your 'digital footprint'? How to Succeed at Medical School will help you learn these
vital skills, and much more. Written by experienced medical school teachers and packed full of case studies, illustrations,
quotes from other students, tip boxes, exercises, portfolios and learning techniques to help you communicate, study and
revise - it’s an essential resource to help you thrive at medical school. This thoroughly updated second edition includes
new chapters on Professionalism and Teaching, and provides invaluable insight into what to expect from the start of
medical school right through to the start of your medical career.
Tony Buzan's techniques have been proven over many years and students will see immediate benefits across their
memory, speed reading and general recall.
An instant New York Times bestseller and #1 Wall Street Journal bestseller. JIM KWIK, the world’s #1 brain coach, has
written the owner’s manual for mental expansion and brain fitness. Limitless gives people the ability to accomplish
more--more productivity, more transformation, more personal success and business achievement--by changing their
Mindset, Motivation, and Methods. These “3 M’s” live in the pages of Limitless along with practical techniques that
unlock the superpowers of your brain and change your habits. For over 25 years, Jim Kwik has worked closely with
successful men and women who are at the top in their fields as actors, athletes, CEOs, and business leaders from all
walks of life to unlock their true potential. In this groundbreaking book, he reveals the science-based practices and fieldtested tips to accelerate self learning, communication, memory, focus, recall, and speed reading, to create fast, hard
results. Learn how to: FLIP YOUR MINDSET Your brain is like a supercomputer and your thoughts program it to run.
That’s why the Kwik Brain process starts with unmasking assumptions, habits, and procrastinations that stifle you,
redrawing the borders and boundaries of what you think is possible. It teaches you how to identify what you want in every
aspect of your life, so you can move from negative thinking to positive possibilities. IGNITE YOUR MOTIVATION
Uncovering what motivates you is the key that opens up limitless mental capacity. This is where Passion + Purpose +
Energy meet to move you closer to your goals, while staying focused and clear. Your personal excitement will be
sustainable with self-renewing inspirations. Your mind starts strong, stays strong, and drives further exponentially faster.
MASTER THE METHOD We’ve applied the latest neuroscience for accelerated learning. Our process, programs,
podcasts, and products unleash your brain’s own superpowers. Finish a book 3x faster through speed reading (and
remember every part of it), learn a new language in record time, and master new skills with ease. These are just a few of
the life-changing self-help benefits. With Kwik Brain, you’ll get brain-fit and level-up your mental performance. With the
best Mindset, Motivation and Method, your powers become truly limitless.
10 ways to tap into your social genius
Would you like to- bull; Double you current memory capacity? bull; Be able to remember perfectly a list of 100 objects in
under two hours? bull; Expand your memory and knowledge of the world's greatest artists, composers and writers? bull;
Raise your IQ and achieve greater success in all aspects of life? bull; Remember telephone and other vital numbers?
bull; Master Your Memory is designed to help you to do just that. This edition of Master Your Memory introduces you to
the last great memory invention of the last millennium - the Self-Enhancing Master memory matrix. This technique will
allow you to memorise anything from ten to fifty thousand items with comparative ease, while at the same time exercising
and improving your Memory Muscle.
Imagine being able to read and understand what follows in less than 3 seconds. Learn the basic techniques to read and
compreheore creative. It's fun too.
This inspiring and inventive guide teaches readers how to develop their full potential by following the example of the
greatest genius of all time, Leonardo da Vinci. Acclaimed author Michael J. Gelb, who has helped thousands of people
expand their minds to accomplish more than they ever thought possible, shows you how. Drawing on Da Vinci's
notebooks, inventions, and legendary works of art, Gelb introduces Seven Da Vincian Principles—the essential elements
of genius—from curiosità, the insatiably curious approach to life to connessione, the appreciation for the
interconnectedness of all things. With Da Vinci as your inspiration, you will discover an exhilarating new way of thinking.
And step-by-step, through exercises and provocative lessons, you will harness the power—and awesome wonder—of your
own genius, mastering such life-changing abilities as: •Problem solving •Creative thinking •Self-expression •Enjoying
the world around you •Goal setting and life balance •Harmonizing body and mind Drawing on Da Vinci's notebooks,
inventions, and legendary works of art, acclaimed author Michael J. Gelb, introduces seven Da Vincian principles, the
essential elements of genius, from curiosita, the insatiably curious approach to life, to connessione, the appreciation for
the interconnectedness of all things. With Da Vinci as their inspiration, readers will discover an exhilarating new way of
thinking. Step-by-step, through exercises and provocative lessons, anyone can harness the power and awesome wonder
of their own genius, mastering such life-changing skills as problem solving, creative thinking, self-expression, goal setting
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and life balance, and harmonizing body and mind.
This 'bite-size' version is of one of Tony Buzan's most enduring topics; Mind Maps. The Mind Map, which has been called
the 'Swiss army knife for the brain', is a ground-breaking note-taking technique that is already used by more than 250
million people worldwide and has taken the educational and business worlds by storm. This book offers a swift
introduction to Tony Buzan's tried, tested and very successful techniques.
This introductory text presents basic principles of social science research through maps, graphs, and diagrams. The
authors show how concept maps and mind maps can be used in quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods research,
using student-friendly examples and classroom-based activities. Integrating theory and practice, chapters show how to
use these tools to plan research projects, "see" analysis strategies, and assist in the development and writing of research
reports.
This book is the definitive guide to Mind Mapping. Tony Buzan has changed the lives of millions with Mind Maps, his
revolutionary system of note-taking that will help you excel in every area of your life. This practical full-colour book shows
how this incredible thinking tool works and how you can use it to achieve your full potential.
Have you ever read an interesting book on success, motivation and happiness but was left at the end with the question,
"So what do I need to do?" The majority of self-help books are inspiring and exciting, but they fail to provide clear and
easy-to-follow instructions on what to do. There is no generic formula that leads to a satisfied life. However, in the past
few decades, we have learned a lot about the underlying principles of success. There is plenty to learn from high
achievers who have been applying these principles to their lives. This book has been designed as a self-study course to
help you carry out a comprehensive self-analysis. It will help you ask the right questions to get the right answers. Each
chapter contains examples, inspiring stories, guidelines and exercises that will give you an insight into what you truly
want in life. Chapter by chapter, you will learn to acquire the right habits that will get you closer to your goals and,
ultimately, to a happier and more satisfying life. At Skills Converged, we specialise in developing soft-skills training
materials for the international training community. This book is the result of years of experience in training people on
personal and interpersonal skills. In this book you will learn: - How to make yourself happy - How to systematically
achieve your goals - How to prepare for a career change - What focused determination means - How to apply attention
economy to your life - How to avoid the mediocre trap - How to motivate yourself automatically - How to manage your
work-life balance - What it takes to become an expert - How to avoid the skill plateau
Using the latest research on the workings of the human brain, Buzan provides step-by-step exercises for discovering the
powers of the right side of the brain and learning to use the left side more effectively. By increasing our understanding of
how the mind works, Buzan shows us how to use our brains to the best advantage.
First Published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
“A marvelous resource for those who do not want to be limited by their beliefs. Read and learn about human potential,
yours and mine.”—Bernard Siegel, M.D., author of Love, Medicine & Miracles Speak Russian like a native, play tennis like
a pro . . . and meet the challenges of a high-tech world with high-powered memory skills! Superlearning 2000 is the fast,
fun, and innovative learning technique that enables you to master any skill or subject—from computers to athletics to
conversational French—in a fraction of traditional learning time. Hailed by the Fortune 500 as the mental technology of the
future, proven by super-achievers around the world, this revolutionary program will unlock your limitless potential, put you
on the fast track to new opportunities and higher earnings . . . change forever the way you think about learning! Discover:
• How you can fine-tune your memory and learn anything 2 to 5 times faster simply by tuning in to the right kind of music
• Which world-class mental techniques enhance athletic performance • The step-by-step Superlearning techniques that
keep you in step with technology • How you can overcome learning blocks . . . and even learning disabilities • How to
boost creativity, rev up recall, and acquire expert know-how in any field while you relax!
When you are creative, you are full of energy, enthusiasm, and ideas. Using the famous Mind Map techniques that he
invented, Tony Buzan shows you how to learn from geniuses like Leonardo Da Vinci and the Beatles. The book's games
and tools help you become more fluent, flexible and original.
Microsoft Office is the most widely used productivity software in the world, but most people just know the basics. This helpful guide gets you
started with the programs in Office 2013, and provides lots of power-user tips and tricks when you’re ready for more. You’ll learn about
Office’s new templates and themes, touchscreen features, and other advances, including Excel’s Quick Analysis tool. The important stuff
you need to know: Create professional-looking documents. Use Word to craft reports, newsletters, and brochures for the Web and desktop.
Stay organized. Set up Outlook to track your email, contacts, appointments, and tasks. Work faster with Excel. Determine the best way to
present your data with the new Quick Analysis tool. Make inspiring presentations. Build PowerPoint slideshows with video and audio clips,
charts and graphs, and animations. Share your Access database. Design a custom database and let other people view it in their web
browsers. Get to know the whole suite. Use other handy Office tools: Publisher, OneNote, and a full range of Office Web Apps. Create and
share documents in the cloud. Upload and work with your Office files in Microsoft’s SkyDrive.
#1 Speed Reading Book on Amazon for 2 Straight Years This book has quickly become the go to standard for rapidly improving reading
speed. It offers simple tips to not only accelerate your reading, but comprehension and memory. Unlike other books that merely teach you to
skim & scan, this book taps into your brain and eyes' amazing power to naturally read more words in a shorter time. Please Note There are a
growing number of trolls and copycats on Amazon. They copy hard work of legitimate authors and post malicious reviews on their book to
boost their own ranking. They don't take the time to understand a topic, only copy what others have written to make money. In fact, much of
their content is taken directly from here as I've spent the last 15 years understanding how to optimize performance of the mind to enhance
these areas & more. You will see that in the types of tips this book offers and how they are offered. In fact, it is the only speed reading book
that presents practice drills at the end of every chapter, so by the time you get to the last page, you will have double or tripled your reading,
learning, and memory of written information.
The author discusses how thinking programmes, learning activities and teachers' pedagogy in the classroom can fundamentally affect the
nature of pupils' thinking, and considers the effects of the learning environment created by peers and teachers.
Every student can achieve and excel if given the opportunity! This book will inspire legions of students to stretch and realise their potential. It
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tells the inspiring story of an underachieving 13-year-old’s rise to become among the top 1% of students in the National University of
Singapore, and earn a place on the Dean’s List every consecutive year for outstanding academic achievements. Adam shares with readers
the skills and success strategies of his personal journey, in simple and clear terms, with exercises to help train others in his techniques. It is
the perfect book for students, parents, educators and anyone who wants to enhance his or her brainpower
In this witty and perceptive debut, a former editor at Psychology Today shows us how magical thinking makes life worth living. Psychologists
have documented a litany of cognitive biases- misperceptions of the world-and explained their positive functions. Now, Matthew Hutson
shows us that even the most hardcore skeptic indulges in magical thinking all the time-and it's crucial to our survival. Drawing on evolution,
cognitive science, and neuroscience, Hutson shows us that magical thinking has been so useful to us that it's hardwired into our brains. It
encourages us to think that we actually have free will. It helps make us believe that we have an underlying purpose in the world. It can even
protect us from the paralyzing awareness of our own mortality. In other words, magical thinking is a completely irrational way of making our
lives make rational sense. With wonderfully entertaining stories, personal reflections, and sharp observations, Hutson reveals our deepest
fears and longings. He also assures us that it is no accident his surname contains so many of the same letters as this imprint.
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